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Illustrated Flora of the Pacific Coast; and Gleason, Illustrated Flora of the North- 
eastern United States and Adjacent Canada. 

Up to the time of his death he was contributing to projected floras in Michigan, 
Nevada, Ohio and Tennessee. He was at work on the Salix of Alaska, a monograph 
of the genus for North America, and a history of agriculture but unfortunately did 
not complete the manuscripts. 

Always of a friendly and cooperative nature Dr. Ball gave his time freely to assist 
others with willow problems. His death is a great loss to botany. 

ON HILL, WIGGERS, AND NECKER, 
AND ALSO THE GENUS CONOCEPHALUM 

J. Proskauer (Berkeley, Calif.) 

The history of the name Conocephalum as currently applied to a member of the 
Marchantiales (Hepaticidae) involves among others three publications of the 
eighteenth century which severally and for different reasons are of dubious reputation 
and standing. As those publications are of general importance, I am placing my 
bibliographic findings on record. 

JOHN HILL, A history of plants. 
This work first appeared in 1751 and has therefore not been considered for current 

purposes of botanical nomenclature. But Kuntze (1891, p. CXXX) drew attention to the 
existence of a second, post-Linnean edition. While the first edition is fairly common, 
this second edition is exceedingly rare. Through the courtesy of Professor Reimers 
(Dahlem) I am assured that the copy Kuntze had is not now available in Berlin. After 
prolonged search a copy was located in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, the 
authorities of which kindly supplied a complete microfilm. A comparison of a copy of 
the first edition (Hill, 1751) in the Biology Library, University of California, 
Berkeley, with the microfilm of the Paris copy of the second edition (Hill, 1773) 
shows the following changes: 

1) A new frontispiece of Dionaea. (This is designated as such on p. 643, but 
bound facing p. 643 in the Paris copy.) 

2) A new general title page, actually constituting pages [iii] and [iv]. The 
oddest difference is that the long title now reads: ". .. of the various parts of 
the world...", as opposed to the original: "... of the different parts of the 
world...". "Enlarged with additional plates." 

3) New pages 643-644 of Dionaea, not entered in the index. 
But the Paris copy (cf. also Brunet, 1814, p. 103) is less complete than the Berlin 

copy was: according to Kuntze (1891) the latter also contained, besides the new 
pages on Dionaea, the new pages 645-671 dealing with orchids. 

Although unlike Kuntze I was unable to compare the paper qualities, on the basis 
of typography I agree that the second edition, except for the additions listed above, 
consisted of remainder copies of the first edition, complete page by page, except for 
pages [iii] and [iv]. While the bulk of the work was thus presumably printed in pre- 
Linnean times, it nevertheless has to be considered in its entirety as a new publication 
of 1773, and, most regrettably, has to be taken into consideration for purposes of 
botanical nomenclature. 

The book as such appears to be a choice example of hack work. Brunet (1814) 
remarked of it: "Ouvrage peu estime" and Le Jolis (1894, p. 125) wrote of Hill: 
""this third rate compiler" comme l'appelle un savant botaniste anglais." (Yet Hill, 
1759, p. 204, successfully grew mosses from spores!) 
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FRIEDRICH HEINRICH WIGGERS, Primitiae florae holsaticae. 
Published in 1780 as a doctoral thesis in the University of Kiel, with J. C. Kerstens 

listed as the presiding professor on the title page. In the preface Wiggers acknow- 
ledged considerable, but by no means total, indebtedness to the writings and lectures 
of the "Praeceptor" G. H. Weber, especially as concerns the treatment of the crypto- 
gams. "Nouam quam libellus tradit cryptogamicarum plantarum dispositionem, sed 
tnondum ab omni parte absolutam, praelectionibus celeberrimi WEBERI, hausi." 

In 1787 Weber published a supplement to the work, which begins: "Ex quo in 
Primitiis Florae Holsaticae vegetabilium vtriusque Ducatus indigenarum breuem 
adumbrationem exposueram,...", which sentence (fide Christiansen & Christiansen, 
1932, p. 7-8; also Dr. Willi Christiansen in litt.) has led to the acceptance of Weber 
as the author of the original work. Names first published in it have been invested 
with a remarkable variety of author citations (cf., e.g., in this Journal: Grummann, 
1958, p. 55). 

Having made a considerable search of the relevant contemporary and later 
literature, I am led to the following considerations and conclusions. It is well known 
that many of the earlier theses were more the work of the professor than the candidate, 
and indeed it was the custom to cite them under the name of the professor. The 
bone of contention in the case under consideration was surely this: on the title of 
Wiggers' dissertation the name of Professor Kerstens appeared, not that of Weber. 
(In the library catalogue of the Linnean Society [Savage, 1925], conservative in 
such matters, we still find the main entry of the work sub "Kerstens..., Praeses"!) 
1 interpret the introductory sentence of Weber pater (1787) and the citation by 
Weber fil. and Mohr (1807, p. XXX: "Wiggers, Fr. Henr. (Ge. H. Weber)") as 
protests to make clear who should have been the "praeses", and find no conflict 
with Wiggers' statements in his preface, which I accept at face value. I conclude 
that, unless otherwise stated in the work, a newly proposed name is to be credited to 
Wiggers alone. This would be so even if such a name indeed initially derived from We- 
ber, as there is no denial that Weber pater consented to such use by Wiggers of certain 
of his unpublished material. A colleague or professor who freely suggests a name or 
diagnosis, or writes it on a herbarium label, receives no credit in nomenclature in 
this world, other than by courtesy of the publishing author. Who would wish to 
assess the relative degree of authorship of professor and candidate in many disser- 
tations of our present time? 

NOEL JOSEPH DE NECKER, Elementa botanica, genera genuina, species naturales 
omnium vegetabilium detectorum eorumque characteres diagnosticos ac peculiares 
exhibentia, secundum systema omologicum seu naturale, evulgata. 

In this work (Necker, 1790c 1) the plant kingdom is divided into "genera". 
The names of these "genera" are newly coined. In content Necker's taxon "genus" 
is essentially the equivalent of the conventional taxon "family". Necker's "genera" 
are subdivided into "species naturales"; many of these bear names previously 
proposed for conventional genera, a considerable number have newly proposed 
names. In essence Necker's "species naturales" are the equivalent of conventional 
"genera". The "species naturales" are not further subdivided in this work, and, as 
there has been a considerable element of "splitting", the assumption that they constitute 
"unitary designations of species" to be rejected under Article 68: 3 of the 1956 
Code is close at hand. To understand how these names are to be interpreted, and why 
Necker should here have proposed a rival system to the Linnean one, certain of his 
other works require examination. 

1) N.B. 1790 is the date of publication of all three volumes. The date 1791 which is 
frequently used (e.g., 1956 Code, p. 221, entry 150; Margadant, 1954) would seem to refer to 
the first reprint edition; cE. Pritzel). 
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Earlier Necker had adhered to the Linnean system. Thus his "Methodus musco- 
rum" (Necker, 1771), except for some innovations at the ordinal level, is quite 
orthodox. Necker expanded a small amount of research, mainly on bryophytes in 
which he observed vegetative but not sexual reproduction, into a verbose and 
variously virulent attack on the sexual system of Linne, and in his later writings also 
on Hedwig's views (Necker, 1770, 1774, 1784a, 1784b, 1790b). "In hoc primo opere 
sexualis methodi vestigia sequentes, huic litnaeanum sermonem adaptare tenebamur, 
quia universis sexualismi principiis nondum aperte bellum denunciaveramus." Thus 
wrote Necker in 1774 (p. 136-7; slightly toned down in the French translation: 
Necker, 1775, p. 146--6), early in his war against the sexual system. The despised 
Cryptogamia of Linne engendered the lovely term "Cryptomania, immoderata 
cupiditas, qua ab excogitato ficto, ad veritatem occultam traducere conantur, per- 
tinaces sexualismi universi fautores, ut sexualis systema menda, scientiae cultoribus, 
credulisque botanicis perpetuo ignota fit." (Necker, 1790a, p. 20). Do the "crypto- 
maniaques" err out of ignorance or obstinacy? asked Necker (1790b, p. 8-9). 
Hedwig (1778, p. 262) was kind when he commented that Necker was a bit rash in 
poking fun at Linne. Indeed, nobody was right, but Necker certainly made himself 
obnoxious. 

The displacement, relative to the Linnean system, of the categories in Necker's 
system of 1790 was probably largely based on his paper of 1780, in which he 
considered the formative influence of the environment on the morphology of organisms. 
The only clear interpretation of the system is to be found in the "Phytozoologie 
philosophique" (Necker, 1790b). From this work I draw the following conclusions: 

1) Necker's "genus" is intended to replace all categories of the conventional 
system from family to class inclusive (pp. 12, 62). 

2) Necker's "generic" and "specific" names are not to be combined into 
binomials (p. 66). 

3) Necker's "species" are of two kinds: simple species, containing but a single 
"race" (= monotypic genera), and composite species, containing more than one 
"race" (= genera with more than one species) (pp. 19, 22, 64; cf. also 1790a, 
p. 21-22). 

4) Whereas Necker conceived his "genera" and "species" to be immutable and 
indestructible, at the level of the "race" (= conventional species) he visualized 
change, in fact evolutionary change (p. 19 ff.). 

5) To designate a particular "race", its name is made to follow the name of its 
"species": the result is an orthodox binomial, although what to others is the generic 
name in that binomial to Necker was the specific name, and what orthodoxly is the 
specific epithet was racial to Necker (p. 66-67). Although the examples cited by 
Necker concern a "composite species", I take it that the treatment could be 
extended to "simple species". 

My purpose had been to state the case for the rejection of Necker's "species" 
under Article 68: 3 of the 1956 Code, believing them to be "unitary designations". 
It is with regret that I conclude that the names of his "species naturales" can no 
more be denied acceptance as validly published generic names, than a family name 
deserves of rejection for having been published under the label "natural order". 

CONOCEPHALUM Wiggers 
It is not my intention to recapitulate the full nomenclatural history of the plant 

called Marchantia conica by Linne, or indeed to attempt here a listing of all the 
generic names validly proposed to contain it, and published later than those considered 
here by me. For ample background material the reader can consult Le Jolis (1894), 
and augment this by reference to Trevisan (1877), Kuntze (1891, p. 625), and 
Underwood (1895). But new matter has come to light which affects the choice of 
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name and requires action. (There is still the possibility that by minute scrutiny of old 
works Hepatica the liverwort may win out over Hepatica the buttercup, but at the 
moment the latter, Hepatica Miller, seems to have a priority of 9 years over the 
former, Hepatica Adanson, and the Hepaticidae are deprived of their due.) 

Hill (1773, p. 118--119) produced an account which in essence is Micheli's 
treatment (1729, p. 3) of Hepatica. But Hill changed the generic name to Coni- 
cephala2), employing the name Hepatica (l.c., p. 488), for the ranunculaceous plant. 
Conicephala was subdivided by him into three species, corresponding to Micheli's 
three species to which due reference is made. It is clear from Micheli's figures (tab. 
2), and reasonably so from the two texts, that the three species respectively are, in 
modern nomenclature, Conocephalum conicum (L.) Underw., Reboulia hemisphaerica 
(L.) Raddi, and Mannia androgyna (L.) Evans (Grimaldia dichotoma Raddi). There is 
general agreement about this identification (cf., e.g., Lindberg, 1877), although I 
might add that the two English specimens cited, inter alia, by Hill under the third 
species cannot have belonged to Mannia, this genus being wanting in Britain. Bearing 
in mind that the name Conicephala fits best the first species (Conicephala longifolia 
capitulo acutiore of Hill), and that Micheli chose the name Hepatica precisely because 
this first species (his Hepatica vulgaris, major, vel officinarum Italiae) bore the 
equivalent Italian vernacular name "fegatella", I hereby choose as lectotype of 
Conicephala Hill (1773, p. 118) this first species, Conicephala longifolia ... Hill 
(1773, p. 119), which I in turn typify by: Micheli, 1729, tab. 2, fig. 1. Although in 
this illustration female lobes have somehow been grafted on a male plant3), the 
identification is above doubt, and, as matters stand, the name Conicephala Hill is 
the earliest available generic name to be applied to Marchantia conica L., if that 
species is removed from the genus Marchantia. It so happens that there is no accep- 
table type specimen for Marchantia conica L., Spec. plant. 1138, 1753, in the 
Linnean herbarium (cf. Savage, 1945). The only specimen there, belonging to this 
plant, is on sheet 1269 : 10 (photograph seen). It derived from Ehrhart and is labelled 
"Marchantia conica?" in the hand of Linne fil. This makes it mandatory to select a 
lectotype for Marchanitia conica L., and I select Micheli, 1729, tab. 2, fig. 1, which 
was originally cited by Linne. Thus, indirectly, Conicephala Hill has Marchantia 
conica L. as its type! 

Now, turning to Wiggers, first let me provide a copy of the relevant entry (1780, 
p. 82-83): 

"CONOCEPHALVM v) 
Flores 4--5 fidi, disco lanuginosi, basi receptaculi 4-8 loculari affixi. 
917. Conocephalum trioicum. 

Marchantia conica LINN. 
Habitus Marchantiae, sed inflorescentia diversissima, ita vt Iungermanniae magis 

affine sit, quam Marchantiae." 

v) HILL. Hist. of plants p. 118. 

2) Endlicher (1836, p. 44 cited "Conocephalus Hill. syst. 119". I feel certain that this is 
a multiple error for "Conicephala Hill. hist. pl. 118-119". Mr. R. Ross informed me that, 
according to a pencilled note in the British Museum copy of Pfeiffer, Mr. A. Gepp had come 
to the same conclusion, and also that there does not appear to be such, or a related, entry in 
the general index to Hill's "Vegetable system". I similarly could not trace the reference in 
the incomplete set of the work available to me, which set however contains, in the first 
edition only, those parts (Hill, 1759, 1761) that, according to the bibliographies, contain 
the only two pages numbered "119" in the entire series. Nor does it apply to Hill's "Outlines 
of a system of vegetable generation" (1758). 

8) It is of interest to note that Micheli, fide fig. 1, L and M, actually dissected out 
antheridia from male receptacles. 
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It is amazing how many things seem to be wrong with this brief text, starting with 
the wrong rendering of Hill's name Conicephala. When towards the end of last 
century attention was first drawn to Conocephalum, it is not surprising that the 
reaction was highly unfavourable. I cannot resist to quote a contemporary piece of 
doggerel from the Stephani correspondence for which I am indebted to Mrs. Ruth 
Bonner (Geneve): 

"Mit Conocephalus, der zweimal conisch, 
Kann man nur Kegel schieben - streng platonisch. 
Herr Schiffner hat ihn unlangst aufgegeben 
Und lasst nun Conocephaliim-pchen leben. 
Auf Fegatella passt die Diagnosis 
Wie Zolas "Nana" in die Biicher Mosis, 
So recht ein Unding, eine Dreigeschlechts-Hetare, 
Herr Wiggers dankt im Grabe fiir die Ehre." 

The author, unexpectedly, 
was E. Levier (Firenze). 

When reading Wiggers' diagnosis it seems to fit Reboulia, but not "Cono- 
cephalum" (cf. the objections of Margadant, 1954, p. 128). Although Professor 
Doctor H. Reimers (Dahlem), a native of Holstein, pointed out to me that Cono- 
cephalum was common in the area, whereas Reboulia is there rare and was only 
recorded after Wiggers' time, I found this difficulty unsurmountable until I received 
the brilliant solution from Mr. Kurt Fitz (Naturhistorisches Museum, Wien). In his 
words: 

"4) "Flores 4-5 fidi": Unter "flores" versteht der Autor, wie aus der kurz zuvor 
unter Nr. 911 gegebenen Beschreibung von Jungermannia Trichomanis (= Calypo- 
geia) hervorgeht: "setis parvis albidis, floribus nigris villo medio rufo", die ge- 
bffneten Kapseln, die in ihrer Mitte die von den Elateren durchsetzte "wollige" 
rotbraune Sporenmasse tragen. Der stehenbleibende Kapselrest reisst ferner zwar 
bei Conocephalum conicum bis zur Hilfte in perianthartige Lappen ein, wogegen bei 
Reboulia der Kapselrest einfach glockenf6rmig bleibt. 

5) "disco lanoginosi": hier liegt offenbar die Hauptschwierigkeit, die sich 
jedoch folgendermassen leicht auflosen lasst. Es ist namlich nicht gesagt, dass die 
"Bliiten" - Kapseln auf einem behaarten Diskus stehen (in welchem Fall es 
heissen miisste "disco lanuginoso"), sondern wortlich: die Bliiten sind (1) 4-5- 
spaltig, (2) auf dem Diskus wollig ("lanuginosus" bezieht sich auf "flores", nicht 
auf "discus"), (3) an der 4-8-facherigen Basis des Receptaculums befestigt. Was 
mit der "lanugo" (Wolle) auf dem Diskus der "flores" (Kapseln) gemeint ist, geht 
ausser der oben zu Calypogeia Trichomanis zitierten Stelle vbllig eindeutig aus der 
Descriptio von "Marchantia conica" bei Weber - auf den sich Wiggers ja aus- 
driicklich beruft -- in seinem Specilegium Florae Goettingensis von 1778 pag. 167 
hervor: "Ex hisce loculis [erg. pilei conici] flores prorumpunt pedunculati, ... adul- 
tiores brunnei coloris, mediatenus quinquefidi, ..., intus foventes lanuginem pollini- 
feram" (= die bis zur Mitte fiinfspaltigen Bliiten, die im Innern die pollentragende 
Wolle bergen). - Darf ich, um der Wahrheit die Ehre zu geben, hinzufiigen, dass 
auch mir die Losung erst nach einem Tag ergebnislosen Nachdenkens ganz pl6tzlich 
in den Sinn schoss, gerade als ich das soeben auf der Maschine geklopfte "i" des 
"lanuginosi" in ein "o" verbessern wollte." 

It might be added that Wiggers' final observation is also derived from Weber's 
remarks about Marchantia conica (1778, p. 168). 

What is Conocephalum "trioicum"? The best I can do is to attempt to explain the 
epithet by further reference to Weber's diagnosis (1778, p. 168-169). He here 
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distinguishes three reproductive structures: firstly, the "flowers' producing the 
"pollen" (= sporophytes); secondly, the "female calyces" (-- antheridial re- 
ceptacles); thirdly, on "non flowering" specimens, (etiolation) sprouts. The choice of 
this name alone suggests Wiggers, rather than Weber, as the true author! An original 
specimen has not been found. Prahl (1895) apparently could not locate the speci- 
mens of the "Flora holsatica". My request for a search for Conocephalum trioicum 
under various possible names elicited negative replies from the following herbaria: 
KIEL, CP, S-PA, W, and GOET. With the generic description now clarified, and 
with Marchantia conica L. quoted in synonymy by Wiggers, the epithet in Cono- 
cephalum trioicum Wiggers is to be considered as an illegitimate substitute for the 
available epithet conica L. It finally occurred to me that indeed there was a reason 
for the coining of the new epithet "trioicum": to avoid one of those pleonasms so 
abhorred by our predecessors. 

Yet Conocephalum trioicum Wiggers, nomen illegit. pro Marchantia conica L., 
cannot serve as the type of Conocephalum. For strictly speaking Wiggers (1780), by 
his footnote, credited the name Conocephalum to Hill, although he changed it, 
perhaps unintentionally so 5). This has up to now been conveniently disregarded, as 
Hill's publication was believed pre-Linnean. Rather than introducing the new com- 
plication of writing "Conocephalum Hill ex Wiggers" I follow usage by treating it 
as a new name, a treatment I consider justified only because later in this paper I am 
proposing Wiggers' name for conservation. Nevertheless, through Wiggers' reference, 
Conocephalum Wiggers is an illegitimate substitute name for Conicephala Hill, and 
as such is based on the same (lecto)-type, Conicephala longifolia... Hill, which in 
turn has Micheli, 1729, tab. 2, fig. 1 as its lectotype, which is also the lectotype of 
Marchantia conica L. (vide supra)! Which is all perfectly legal and the same thing 
in the end! 

Necker (1790c, vol. 3, p. 344) erected the "natural species" Conocephalus. A 
questionable proposal to conserve the flowering plant name Conocephalus Blume 
against Conocephalus Necker, in conjunction with Conocephalus Necker as republished 
by DuMortier (both latter names have Marchantia conica L. as lectotype), has been 
made (Margadant, 1954) and is currently under discussion. It has given rise to much 
debate in the nomenclature committees. I should merely add that, according to my 
findings, the name Conocephalus Necker is illegitimate not as a unitary designation, but 
because of the existence of earlier available names (Conicephala Hill, Conocephalum 
Wiggers) based on the same type. It is certainly not the correct name for the liver- 
wort, nor required for it. The suggestion that Conocephalum Wiggers and Conocepha- 
lus Blume are homonyms (cf. Verdoorn, 1938) is refuted by the example of 
Peltophorus and Peltophorum in Art. 75, 1956 Code. 

During the second half of last century our plant was referred to as Conocephalus 
conicus by some, and placed in Raddi's genus FegateUa by others. Schiffner (1893, p. 
34), when drawing attention to Conocephalum Wiggers, for a very amusing reason 
himself adopted Conocephalus Necker, accidentally quoting, instead of the correct 
date 1790, the running number of the entry in Necker's work: 1759, thus giving 
Necker's name priority over Conocephalum Wiggers of 1780! 

After a nomenclatural odyssey of over two centuries, there is finally worldwide 
agreement about the plant called by Linne Marchantia conica; it is placed in the 
genus Conocephalum. I believe that here is a valid case for involking the much 

5) Hill (1773) treated the name Conicephala like all the other generic names in his work, 
and used it as a noun in the singular. The opening sentence is in fact "CONICEPHALA is 
a genus of mosses ..." (p. 118). As indeed a thallus may bear more than one of the "conical 
heads" there is really nothing wrong with that. Perhaps Wiggers never saw the entry with 
his own eyes and assumed Conicephala to be the plural of a generic name Conocephalum. 
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misused process of conservation of generic names, and make the following proposal. 
38) Nomen genericum conservandum propositum: Conocephalum Wiggers, Flora 

holsatica 82. 1780. 
LT.: Conicephala longifolia capitulo acutiore Hill = Marchantia conica L. 
Nomen rejiciendum propositum: Conicephala Hill, A history of plants ed. 2. 118. 

1773. 
LT.: C. longifolia capitulo acutiore Hill = Marchantia conica L. 
The genus Conocephalum Wiggers is currently considered as containing two 

species: 
1) Conocephalum conicum (L.) Underwood (1895, p. 67), which combination 

is usually wrongly credited to DuMortier, who however made the combination Cono- 
cephalus conicus (L.) DuM., and 

2) Conocephalum supradecompositum (Lindberg) Steph., (Incl. Funicularia 
japonica Steph.). 

Summary 

A second, post-Linnean, edition of Hill, "A history of plants", is described. 
For purposes of botanical nomenclature Wiggers, not G. H. Weber, should be 

considered as the author of the "Flora holsatica". 
The names published as "species naturales" by Necker are to be considered as 

validly published generic names. 
A lectotype species is chosen for the genus Conicephala Hill and the genus 

Conocephalum Wiggers, a substitute name for the former. The common lectotype 
species of these genera, and the species Marchantia conica L., are in turn provided 
with a lectotype, the same lectotype serving for both. 

Conocephalum Wiggers is proposed for conservation against Conicephala Hill. 
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CONFUSION IN ALISMA 
Edward G. Voss (Ann Arbor, Mich.)* 

Formerly, the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature included a general 
statement that it should be "founded on considerations sufficiently clear and forcible 
for everyone to comprehend and be disposed to accept." This statement was removed 
from the present edition as being superfluous. Perhaps it should be reinstated, in view 
of the appearance of a recent revision 1) of Alisma, in which the author was disposed 
to follow neither the Code nor customary practices in presenting taxonomic in- 
formation. 

Two of the species recognized in this revision are treated as consisting of two or 
more varieties. However, in violation of Article 26 of the Code, the nomenclaturally 
typical variety in both species is given an epithet different from that of the species. 
Of the three named varieties of A. plantago-aquatica L., it is apparently var. michaletii 

*) Michigan Flora Project University of Michigan, Ann Aibor. 
1) Albert J. Hendricks, A Revision of the Genus Alisma (Dill.) L., American Midland 

Naturalist 58 : 470-493. "1957" [1958]. 
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